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Illustrated

in

Literature

Slavic

Affinities:

Unexpected
the The

Review

Polytechnic

Roman Koropeckyj
in the
de?vered
years' Course of Sclavonic Literature,
an
introduc
aside from
CoUege de France."7 Actually,

Although thePoUsh uprising of 1830
and its consequences

re

certainly

ceived a great deal of attention in
the British press,1 knowledge of
Polish literature, either directly
or indirectly
translations
through critical ap
remained
limited at best.2 In contrast to the

through

praisals,
where Uterary
Continent,
were
reflexes
sympathetic
formal

discourse

tastes

as po?tical
the thematic and

as much

to both

of PoUsh

exponents

prominent

"Two

language Paris edition of Adam Mickiewicz's

of Wiktor Weintraub

In memory

romanticism

of which

had,

after

(the most
aU, found

tory paragraph and a closing sentence, the lengthy
is in part a para
"review"
pp. 161-63)
(six-column,
an
a
of
extensive
in
translation
frag
part
phrase and

ment of lecture 28 (7 June 1842) inwhich thePoUsh
the
the career of his erstwhile
friend,
poet outlines
ac
an
and
Russian poet Alexander
Pushkin,
provides

count (in part based on his own experiences) of the
events leading up to the the failed 1825 Decembrist
uprising against Alexander I.8This is in fact the first
translation

EngUsh
four-year

(1840-44)

any portion of Mickiewicz's
course at the coUege.9

of

refuge in France) the sensibiUties of theBritish pubUc
were

somewhat

less receptive.

This

is no less true of

(1798-1855), unquestionably the

Adam Mickiewicz

greatest PoUsh poet of the age, whose peculiarly Slavic
at once intensely nationaUstic
idiom of romanticism,
in
and infused with mysticism,
found Uttle resonance
Britain.3

By

Mickiewicz

same

the

token,
as the first professor

of
the appointment
of Slavic Uterature at

theCoUege de France and his increasingly controver
tenure4 went

sial four-year

largely unremarked

by the

British press. Aside from perfunctory notices in The
Athenaeum (31 October 1840, 869) and The Foreign
Quarterly (27 [1841], 223), the first substantial piece
the lectures ?

a rather dry paraphrase
of the
course's first nine lectures dealing with the "prehis
?
in the
tory" of the Slavs
appeared
anonymously
about

October 1844 issue of The British and Foreign Review
(17,437-59),
tion of any

while
portion

the first heretofore
of

the course

noted
(lectures

transla
seven

through eleven of year three) was included in the
second

volume

of Charles

Frederick

Henningsen's

then,

as a something

of

a surprise

approach

to

encounter in the 18March 1843 issue of the London
journalThe IllustratedPolytechnic Review andWeekly
Record of Science, theFine Arts, and Literature (vol.
1, no. 11)6 an anonymous review of the 1842 PoUsh

of the review

in the IPR is consistent

with the general practice of the period, particularly in
dealing with books in a foreign language: to closely
from
and/or translate extensive
fragments
paraphrase
from foreign reviews),
the work (or, for that matter,
even demarcating
the words of the re
often without
viewer

from

those

of

the reviewed.10

In the present

instance the reviewer was sufficiently forthright to
declare

that the "present

purpose...

is to extract

from

[the book being reviewed] a sketch of the genius and
of the
But if the anonymity
of Puschkin_"
in
with
standard
is
also
reviewer
practice, it is
keeping
that is somewhat unexpected.
the context of the review
character

the format changes that the IPR underwent
Despite
in the course of its four-year existence
(The Illustrated

Polytechnic Review [1843-44; editor[s] not identi
fied]; The Polytechnic Review andMagazine [1844
45; edited by George G. Sigmond and Thomas Stone],
after merging

Eastern Europe and theEmperor Nicholas (1846).5
It comes,

The

with Sonte's

London

Polytechnic

Maga

zine and Journal; finaUy,The Oxford and Cambridge
Review [1845-47; editor[s] not identified]), itsman
date remained
melange

unchanged:

of subjects

ranging

an accessible
to provide
from the natural and ap

pUed sciences to Uterature and the fine arts, UteraUy
polytechnos.11 In the editorial statement to the intro
ductory issue, the periodical is characterized as being
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to Science,
the Fine Arts and Literature:
devoted
these wiU be treated in our pages, not as they have
as isolated and sepa
been too often considered,
their peculiar
rated from each other, as having
spheres, but as united influ
and
together for the civilization
working
man.
of
(1:2)
improvement
and several

interests

ences,

of articles on such
It is, then, amidst a potpourri
as
and
the Entomological
church
architecture
topics

Society, galvanography and Tahiti, Ghiberti and the
that one

cosmorama,

encounters

the

translation

lecture on Alexander

Adam Mickiewicz's

of

Pushkin.

was

reviewer

about the
knowledgeable
at the time to assess criti

sufficiently
Literature

state of Russian

of
idiosyncratic
presentation
as weU as of the Russian
Uterary
reviewer even takes the Uberty to inter

cally Mickiewicz's
career
Pushkin's

process.12 The
rupt his translation

to intimate

in order

of the lecture

that a point taken by Mickiewicz is not altogether
accurate: "The first poem pubUshed by [Pushkin] (so
says Mickiewicz) breathed a gloomy Jacobinism, a
aU existing
things, against
against
Russia."
particularly
(1:61)13 Taken together?but
remark about Mickiewicz's
less than sympathetic
bitter

hatred

tone and the thematic

tendencies"?the

"anti-Imperial

aU
the

interests of the IPRreview aUbut exclude the possibil
The

is, as was

translation

noted

earUer, prefaced

by

a short introduction:

ity that its anonymous
less a Pole.
thizer, much

at Paris, and
by the author, extempore,
printed from short-hand notes taken at the time.
a remarkable book, though
It is in every respect
and has excited
printed in a very hasty manner,

great interest among the Sclavonic Uteraryworld:
at some
reader

time we hope to lay before our
of its contents. Our present pur
is to extract from it a sketch of

future
a review

pose, however,
the genius and character of Pushkin,
the great
Russian poet, and at the same time to give a short
account of the conspiracy
against the Emperor
in which Pushlein was impUcated, and
Alexander,
which he may almost be said to have called forth

by his writing. (1:161)

the British
ture and
tenuous

pubUc's
its most

appearance of the volume of lectures as they are on the
of
and the anti-tsarist
figure of Pushkin
conspirators
are
in
reviewer's
1825. No less telling
this regard
the
to

remarks

concluding
Mickiewicz.

view

His

the

translation:

of Puschkin's

genius

"So

far

and caU

ing is striking and novel; but it may be questioned
whether his passionate admiration for his friend, and
above

aU his

anti-Imperial

tendencies,

have

not

in

duced him to take too low a view of the modern
Russian

school;

at some other

time we may

return

to

this subject, for the sake of giving another view of the
state of Russian Uterature." (1:163) This "other view"
(like

the "review

appeared.

It would

of

the volume's
seem,

nontheless,

never
contents")
that the IPR9 s

Utera

with Russian

acquaintance

as
representative
prominent
as its acquaintance
with PoUsh. At the time of

was

his death in 1837 Pushkin had merited a handful of
or two in trave
a mention
and reviews,
when writing
And
a
of
and
obituaries.14
couple
logues,
authors
almost always used either
of Pushkin, EngUsh
translations

the then current English

or the French ?

?

spel?ng

?

Pushkin or

The appear
Pouchkine.
?
of
the
form
German
of
the
ance, then,
poet's name
?
in the IPR review
could conceivably
Puschkin
Poushkin

signal

a German

in which

that is, a cultural

connection,

was

weU

already

sphere

of both Pushkin

the reputation

Mickiewicz
interests here are focused not
Clearly the reviewer's
so much on the significance
of Mickiewicz's
appoint
ment
to the chair at the CoUege
de France or on the

sympa

It is important to note here that in the early 1840s

[The volume] is a coUection of Polish lectures,
deUvered

a PoUsh

author was

estabUshed

by

and
the

1830s.15

And indeed, in the preceding issue (4March 1843)
of

in the section

the IPR,

entitled

"Varieties,"

the

editors included the foUowing note:
The first number of Jordan's Jahrb?cher f?r
Slavische
(Annals

Literatur,
of Slavonian

Kunst

und Wissenschaft
Art, and Sci

Literature,

ence) has been pubUshed. The work professes to
be an organ of mediation between theGermans
and the Slavonians.
esting

communications

The

inter
contains
of
the
leader
concerning
number

IUyrianUterature, theCroat Ljudewit Gaj, on the
Polish historian Lukaszewicz and an article of
Mickiewicz on Puschkin (of which we hope to
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an account,

give

from

another work,

next week).

0,46)
on this hope, the editors
rather than deUvering
of the IPR chose to adhere to the standard practice of
the period: it turns out that the reviewer's
paraphrase
But

of the first part of Mickiewicz's
is a word

for word

and translation

lecture on Pushkin16

of a German

translation

of the same portions

paraphrase
of Mickiewicz's

lecture that appeared (anonymously) in the inaugural
issue

of Jahrb?cher

Moreover,
a few words

1. Heft
(I. Jahrgang,
[1843].17
the German
translation also concludes with
in certain
the translator; although
in
different from the conclusion

from
somewhat

particulars
the IPR, the latter is in fact a paraphrase
(and in part
even a translation) of the former.1 Finally,
even the
above-mentioned

criticaUy
translator has

of the IPR's

sceptical
its direct
In view

Jahrb?cher's

translation.19
as weU

in the two conclusions

aside on the part
in the
equivalent
of the differences

as the appearance

in the

IPR of an introduction apparently independent of
Jahrb?cher,
immediate

it is useful
context

to examine

of the German

at least briefly the
translation, particu

larlywith regard to the clues itprovides for identifying
the authorship

of the IPR review.

and provenance

Although the IPR never made good on its hope "of
giving

another view

of the state of Russian

Uterature,"

the German periodical did provide a corrective to
Mickiewicz's views on the subject by directly juxta
posing themwith the article "Gegenw?rtige Richtung
der

russischen

Literatur"

(1,

52-61),

an abstract

(strictly speaking, a paraphrase) of an 1842 survey by
S. P.

in which
the conservative
Russian
Shevyrev
at the CoU?ge
critic, in contrast to the PoUsh professor
de France,
stresses
the achievements
of Pushkin's
20
successors.
same
and
The
issue also
contemporaries
an
contains
enthusiastic
but measured
review
of
Mickiewicz's

lec
together, the translation of Mickiewicz's
abstract
of
the
Pushkin,
accompanying
re
on
and
the
Russian
article
Uterature,
Shevyrev's
as much
the
view of the Two Years' Course reflect
Taken
on

ture

Two

Years'

Course,
which,
together
with Shevyrev's
article, may have inspired the intro
to the translation in the IPR. Com
ductory paragraph
on
the improvisatory
nature of Mickiewicz's
menting

lectures, the difficulties of pubUshing stenographs of

in the German

of Slavistics

and direction

climate

cul

as they do the temperament

tural sphere of the period22

of the founder and initial editor of Jahrb?cher, JanPetr
Jordan.23A leading figure of the Serbian national
Jordan was

revival,

also a rather typical Panslavist

of

the day (themotto of his journalwas "Understanding!
ReconciUation! Accord!" [Verst?ndigung! Vers?h
numerous

whose

Vereinigung!]

nung!

contacts

with

leading Slavic inteUectuals helped make Jahrb?cher
one

the more

of

teenth-century

The

influential

Slavic

the review

of

the Two

Years'

as

as weU

lecture

of Mickiewicz's

translation

the nine

of

periodicals

revival.

in
appeared
both may have

Course

Jahrb?cher

although
anonymously,
to
the pen of the journal's
editor.24 More
arti
the point, however,
is the abstract of Shevyrev's
the initials "J.P." and thus almost
cle, signed with

come

from

certainly thework of therenowned Czech physiologist
at the
in 1843 a professor
Jan EvangeUsta
Purkyne,
inter
Breslau
of
University
(Wroclaw).25 Recognized
in physiology,
biology,
nationaUy for his achievements
Purkyne was at the same
in the Panslavist
movement

and microscopies,
prominent

figure

time

a

and a

regular contributor to various Slavic periodicals in the
1830s and 1840s.26And itwas to Purkyne that Jordan
turned for advice on the projected contents of thefirst
issue of Jahrb?cher, particularly with regards to things
PoUsh.27

articles,

Purkyne's

Considering

correspon

dence, and interestsfrom this period, one would deem
than likely, then, that the Czech
scientist was
in
of the translation
instrumental
the appearance

it more
also

of Mickiewicz's
either

lecture

on Pushkin

in Jahrb?cher:

as the translator

or as someone
?
such a relevant

who may have
and potentiaUy

to Jordon
suggested
?
for the first issue of a new
controversial
piece
By the same token, it is the figure of
periodical.
the link
constitutes
that,
Purkyne
by aU appearances,
between

the German

translation

of Mickiewicz's

lec

such lectures, and the resulting haste and sloppiness of
the pubUcation,
the review in Jahrb?cher
nonetheless
remarks that the work "wiU circulate
the
throughout

ture and its retransmission

entire Slavic world" and that it is "of immense impor
tance for the present and carries great weight for the

IPR ? The pub?sher, we know, was Henry Renshaw,
active primarily in themedical pubUshing business,

future of the Slavic

world."

(1,71)21

Who

was

in the IPR.

the founder

but also the pub?sher,

and editor

for example,

of the short-Uved

of Hood's

Maga
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zine.
cates

none of the issues of IPR indi
Unfortunately,
from in
the identity of the editor(s). However,

formation provided in the inaugural editorial of the
and Maga
Review
The Polytechnic
can
editor
the
be Uttle doubt that
zine, there
anonymous

IPR's

successor,

of the IPR was Sigmond.29 And although information
on Sigmond is sparse, what there is of it it is sufficient
to estabUsh with a high degree of probabiUty not only
his connection with the IPR, but also his role in pub
the review

Ushing
lecture

and

on Pushkin

of Mickiewicz's

translation

in the ephemeral

London

peri

odical.

on Sigmond's
life and Uterary activity
scattered on the title
from
material
be
may
gleaned
as
as
weU
from some of the works
pages of his works
Information

themselves.30 Born in 1794, Sigmond studied at the
medical faculty of Edinburgh University, completing
his studies there in 1814 with the pubUcation of his
dissertatio

inauguralis,

De

thermalibus
apud
oquis
In 1825 he traveled for re

Bathonias

complectens.
to Scandinavia
search purposes

and deUvered

a lecture

inLatin on themedical theories of Servetus before the
Forced to return pre
Society of Stockholm.31
to
"the
death of a par
Britain
by
untimely
maturely
set
the Continent
off
for
ent,"32 Sigmond
again
sometime
before
1839, this time visiting Germany,

Medical

in this order);33
and Russia
Bohemia,
(not necessarily
the last, it should be noted, made a positive
impression
as lecturer
on him.34 At various times he held positions

at Jesus CoUege, Cambridge, and Sydenham CoUege;
was the president of the Royal Physical Society of
Edinburgh;

was

professor

Royal Medico-Botanical
curator of its herbarium.
Sigmond

seems

of Materia
Society

Medica

in London

to the
and

the

Judging by his pubUcations,
to have had a wide range of interests,

primarily on herbal medicine. Much
although
in this area was of a popular nature,
of his writing
replete with curious or exotic facts and entertaining
focused

anecdotes,

but always

accessible

and practical.

As

the

(probable) editor of the IPR, Sigmond pubUshed one

?
"Observa
very few signed articles
?
as weU as a number
tions of Monomania"
(1,189)
of anonymous
articles which
clearly reflected his in
So
terests ?
the
Medico-Botanical
the Ceylon moss,
plants, etc. It appears that
ciety, digestion, medicinal

of the weekly's

after 1844 Sigmond pubUshed Uttle, and in 1845 he
ceased work on The Polytechnic Review and Maga
zine,

and
editors of The Oxford
to the anonymous
un
I
been
have
Review.35 Unfortunately,
Cambridge
death.36
able to verify the date of Sigmond's
duties

the IPR's

third incarnation,

transferring

editorial

Bo
mention
of his travels to Germany,
Sigmond's
does not, of course, provide
and Russia
any
hemia,
the
him
that
that it was
basis for assuming
through

translation of Mickiewicz's lecture on Pushkin found
its way from Jahrb?cher to the pages of the IPR.
additional

there exists
Nonetheless,
an assumption.

for such

evidence

In the acknowledgements included in the foreword
to the EngUsh edition of his Stockholm lecture, Sig
to Sweden,
ambassador
singles out the Russian
"In
his magnificent
"Count Suchtelen."
Ubrary," Sig

mond

mond writes of Count Petr KormTovich Sukhtelen,
my mornings flew with a rapidity too great for
the shortness of life. The treasures he has col
lected are weU known to every lover of books: aU
that is curious, aU that is splendid or useful, adorn

this celebrated coUection; whilst the m?d,

the

enjoys no greater
gentle, the exceUent possessor
the lover of Utera
treat than that of welcoming
out to him with the greatest
ture, and pointing
and taste, aU that is worthy
erudition,
accuracy,
to gather
From his long experience
attention.
to
is a deUght which,
instruction and knowledge,
have

A man

enjoyed,

who,

forms

an era in existence.37

to the words of one of his
according
was knowledgeable
about "aU the

contemporaries,
mathematical
sciences,
38

aU areas of Uterature,

ph?oso

phy, theology" would most likely not have passed up
an opportunity to inform his British guest aboutrecent
developments
about its most

in Russian

and particularly
In
Pushkin.
representative,
Uerature

outstanding
subsequent
any case Sigmond's

trip to Russia

testifies

to his curiosity about "that highly interesting coun
try"39 and certainly
culture.

It is unclear

deepened

exactly

when

his awareness

Sigmond

may

of Russian

have been

in Central Europe (but before 1839), and he provides
few deta?s about his travels. Like his trip to Scandina
via, the purpose of his visit(s) to Central Europe was
no doubt primarily

scholarly

?

whether,

as we

know
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to gather specimens
and observe
from his pubUcations,
in his discipline.
their use or to pay visits to specia?sts
from 1823 a
Was,
then, Jan EvangeUsta
Purkyne,
at the University
of Breslau
of physiology
professor
renowned
and already an internationally
scientist, one
the British medico-botanist
of the scholars whom
may
and Bohe
have visited during his travels in Germany
own works nor
mia? Unfortunately,
neither Sigmond's
to Purkyne have documented
studies devoted
any di
the two.40 Nonetheless,
rect traces of contact between
to make
such
evidence
there is enough circumstantial
contact at least possible
and, consequently,
Purkyne's

role in providing the editors of the IPR with the first
issue of Jahrb?cher

of the polytechnic
his readers.

journal

to share that translation with

interna
of the periodic
the consequences
tional crises that erupted in the decades after the Con
was
the British
surge of
pubUc's
gress of Vienna
also of
after
interest in things Russian46
1830-31,
and,
of

One

to be
then, it remains
things PoUsh. In this connection,
asked, why, in view of the variety and scope of material
on Russia and Poland that appeared in the first issue of
lecture on Pushkin
it was Mickiewicz's
Jahrb?cher,

that the editor of the IPR chose to print in his weekly.
As was

noted

name

earUer, Mickiewicz's

was

a

not

household word in the British press, but then neither

probable.

unf amiUar, at least for the readers of
it completely
The British
such journals as The Foreign
Quarterly,
which pre
and The Athenaeum,
and Foreign Review,

was
Purkyn?'s

achievements

were

in physiology

of suf

ficient significance to have him inducted in 1829 into
the prestigious
Royal
Society
journal he would
occasionaUy
throughout
tacts with

his life Purkyne

of London,
contribute.

for whose

Indeed,
con
extensive

maintained

and
scientists
Scots)
(particularly
to
him
of
letters
turn
for
would
often

British

doctors, who
In 1851, for example, he translated
recommendation.42
structure of
a study on the microscopic
into German
?
a
one
muscles
Martin
coUeague of his for
Barry
by
?
a time at the University
as a way of
Breslau
of

strengthening thisEdinburgh doctor's appUcations for
positions
became
scopic

In 1841 Purkyne
inGermany
and Bohemia.43
an honorary member
of the British Micro
so
about which,
Society,
enough,
interestingly

much iswritten in the IPR ( 1:157,186,257; 2:14,237).
contacts be
then, these rather extensive
Considering,
tween the Czech physiologist
and the British medico
a visit to Purkyne
in the late
scientific
community,
a graduate
of the Edinburgh
1820s or 1830s from
a professor
of medicine
faculty and himself
in
of physics
and practicioner
Central
traveUng
Europe
is quite probable. Moreover,
the two had a mutual

medical

in the person of
acquaintance
anatomist Anders Adolf Retzius,
cludes
and who

the scholars

among
at least from

to Purkyne

the famous
whom

he contacted

the early

Swedish

in
Sigmond
in Sweden44

1830s was

quite

close

and his wife.45

cisely in the late 1830s and early 1840s pubUshed
poet and patriot.
to this minifad,
the editor of
in contributing
However,
the IPR chose for his journal a piece not so much about
himself nor even about the newly pubUsh
Mickiewicz
articles

several

needs to be examined, however briefly, is the political
and cultural

climate

that could have

induced

the editor

the PoUsh

but rather, as the reviewer
Course,
the figure of the
himself makes
clear, one in which
Polish poet functions primarily as a pretext?a
topical
?
British readers with
for providing
one, to be sure
on Russia's
information
greatest poet and, more point
internal affairs: "This ... coUec
edly, about Russia's
ed Two

Years'

...
a
is in every respect
lectures
.
.
.
interest
and
has excited great
book
remarkable
. .. Our present
the
Sclavonic
among
Uterary world.
is to extract from it a sketch of the
purpose, however,
the great Russian
and
character
of Puschkin,
genius
tion of PoUsh

poet, and at the same time to give a short account of
And
the conspiracy
against the Emperor Alexander."
in the
no less significant
in this respect is the objection
"too low a
toMickiewicz's
review's
closing sentence
a
Russian
the modern
School,"
ostensibly
?
of the German
and this independently
consequence
?
Wh?e
tendencies."
of
"his
anti-imperial
original
what we may be seeing here is, in fact, an uninformed
?
?
of the
reflection
and thus sUghtly exaggerated
the reviewer's
of Jahrb?cher,4*
Panslavist
ideology
view

of

to highlight

attempt
If, indeed, such were the unexpected
personal affini
in the IPR's publication
ties that resulted
of an EngUsh
on
translation of Mickiewicz's
lecture
Pushkin, what

about

could
expense
as an articulation ?

Mickiewicz's
viewed

degree, by the Russian-British
of a new, more
sympathetic
after years of anti-Russian

at

the figure of Pushkin
at

the same

time

be

to a certain

justified,
of 1840?
compromise
attitude towards Russia

sentiment,49

a sentiment

that
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in the 1830s and 1840s was fueled in large part by
PoUsh ?migr?s and their Uberal and radical British
of
the writings
for whose
propaganda
sympathizers
...
had
of patriotic
"the head and prince
bards"5
an improtant
become
component.51

Aside from the distinction of being the first to
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